
TESLA MOTORS IS FAILING ON EVERY LEVEL!

 



Tesla receives a failing grade from Better B…
Tesla just got a failing grade, and not from the many folks waiting
for their Model 3 to come online. No, the Better Business Bureau
gave the company an "F" for not resolving customer complaints,
sometimes not even responding to complaints. According to a
report in the Mercury News, the BBB received ...
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Tesla Bonds Are in Free Fall - Bloomberg
Elon Musk's creditors are suddenly having a serious bout of
buyer's remorse. In August, they lined up for the chance to
finance Tesla Inc.'s ambitious rollout of its Model 3 sedan. Wooed
by Musk's personal appeals, bond investors pretty much ignored
the carmaker's prolific cash burn and ...
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Tesla Failed to Meet Elon Musk's Model 3 G…
Tesla wasn't able to meet the Q4 2017 Model 3 production goals
set by founder Elon Musk. What does this failure mean for Tesla?
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Everything that's wrong with Tesla, and why …
Tesla is an amazing car company with an incredible CEO. I
wouldn't necessarily bet against them, but here is why I think we
maybe should. Ever since Tesla loaned me a Model S almost two
years ago, I have almost jumped in and bought one on three
different occasions.
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Tesla in Trouble? Here's Why the Company …
Tesla is flying high, but is it too close to the sun? The company
has some very real problems it needs to fix if it wants to survive.
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Musk epic failure - Business Insider
If you aren't failing, ... But even by the standards of Silicon Valley,
what Tesla CEO Elon Musk is approaching would be failure on a
whole new scale.
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Tesla Autopilot Failing (No Warnings) Wher…
Made a quick video this morning on my drive down 101 in the lane
where the model x crashed, killing the driver, and causing a fire. I
think the part that bot...
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New video shows Tesla's Autopilot failing at…
Late last month, a Tesla owner died when his Model X, with
Autopilot engaged, followed a line on the road into a concrete
divider and crashed. Earlier this week, a video from a Tesla owner
in Chicago demonstrated how that might have happened using a
similar intersection, and now another Tesla owner ...
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